
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Program:  

 
• Social innovation at UE and regional level  

Catherine Rabiet, Oxalis Scop, leader project ASIS 
 

• ASIS project, objectives and challenges  
Héloïse BOYER, Oxalis Scop 

• Context of public policies for social innovation in France and Alpine Space Regions  
Bertrand TORTELLIER, Chaire ESS de Lyon II, leader project ASIS 

 
• State of the art of local public policies and intentions from the Department of Isere for social innovation  

Agnès BACHELOT JOURNET, Département de l’Isère, partenaire ASIS 
Isabelle PISSARD, Département de l’Isère 

 
• Guest  

Isabelle CHASSEUR et Salima TRAORE, Grand Chambéry Agglomération 

Workshop report 
Local stakeholders of social innovation and public institutions: let's talk !  

Friday 31th January 2020 - "Maison de la création et de l'innovation" - Grenoble  

 
 

All documents are accessible on the platform: 

https://socialinnovationstrategy.eu/ 

 
 



 

 

  

This half-day aimed to:  

 Present ASIS, the work in progress, the partners…  

 Disclose the Department of Isere’s approach and work on social innovation (SI) 

 Address the issue of SI at the different territorial levels in France 

 Start to think collectively, between public and private stakeholders, about an evolution of 

public policies and their way to support SI  

 Meet each other, among local and regional SI actors  

 

The workshop in working groups aimed more specifically to :  

 Bring an « from the field » contribution to the axe n°5 of ASIS : « recommendation for the evolution of 

public policies, for a better consideration and a better support of social innovation in the alpine 

space » 

 Within the framework of a more local approach from the Department of Isere, identify the 

suggestions and the needs of the local stakeholders for an evolution of its own policies and actions 



 

 

Working groups contribution: "the opposite scenarios" 
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What to do so social innovation initiatives and the answers to societal challenges are tackled 
individually, in a compartmentalized and top-down approach, within a representative 

governance, where personal interest is prioritized over all? 

Not elaborate a common vision on a territory  
Promote a societal « bad-being » 
Encourage the monopole of big interested private groups everywhere in the society 
Focus only on long-term and complex projects, without immediate implementation 
Cut all the communication means, social networks, gathering, meetings… 
Use the habitual institutions’ communication channels 
Ask furnished and complex applications to grant really small funds  
Be technocratic to make social innovation  
Prevent the development of all form of critical or creating thinking  
Look only at the current situation and context instead of looking at the global 
historical context and its results 
Consider that everyone know what social innovation is 
Make social innovation an issue belonging only to political parties and syndicates  
Have a top-down approach and do not take into account the “from the bottom” 
concrete projects 
Cut and delete from the educational schemes all the learning about cooperation, 
empathy, communication… 
Develop a school that encourage individualism 
Build walls (like Berlin!) 



 

 

Vision/objectives 

Have a VISION of social innovation, on a same territory  

Start from an ideal vision of the world 
Start from the strengths and develop them 
Develop skills from everyone, from a territory  
Define a solution-focused approach 

 

 

Start from the basis 

Bet on an adapted education  

Encourage empathy and cooperation  
Popularise pedagogy 
Promote entrepreneurship* 
Break down the barriers between generations and 
contexts 

Public mode of action 

Proceed a real change in management in public 
institutions: change from the inside ! 

Embody and support those changes 
Accept experimentation, failures, tries, risks  the 
right to try 
Have a management plan with clear steps 
Public institutions must intervene together, with a 
more cross-disciplinary approach 
Swap from an “instruments” approach to a “project 
mode” 
Set the management freer, let the people do  

 

What to do then to make social innovation a collective and cross-disciplinary approach to answer 
societal challenges, to make all the stakeholders concerned by SI, with a participative and general-

interest-oriented governance ? 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   

 
 

Ecosystem, context and conditions 

Create the favourable conditions 

Create opportunities of meeting 
Create links between stakeholders 
Highlight, get to see what is existing and what had already a positive 
impact 
Lead a “small steps” politic (encourage small successes; establish a 
climate of trust…) 
 

Initiate collective awareness 

Allow individual stimulus/prompt to trigger collective awareness 
Encourage empowerment 
Share about the importance of involvement  
Bet on education 

 
Encourage empowerment 
Share about the importance of involvement  
Bet on education 

 

« The political 

vision is not 

enough »  

 

*choose  a job  for its meaning, not security 
 

Ambassadors of 

change ! 
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Not to create opportunities and meetings between Social and Solidarity Economy (ESS) and classical 
economy: no common events, no cross recruitment 
Not to include SI in universities: no specialised masters, no thesis on the topic 
Use an incomprehensible jargon for neophytes: co-construction, brainstorming, social innovation, 
stakeholders… 
Not to communicate, not to spread the good practices and information, not to share knowledge 
Not to communicate on emblematic projects 
Agree on a blurred and changing definition of social innovation  
Stay isolated, individual, don’t be open-minded and do not do any efforts 
Not to connect solutions 
Not to recognise the economic potential of the ESS 
Write restrictive call for projects so that social entrepreneurs can’t apply to them 
Politicize social innovation  
Do everything so projects stay smalls, don’t scale up, and stay at the first steps 
Let grants stagnate or cut them 
Exclude embarrassing stakeholder, because they don’t think the same 
Create governance without local stakeholders 
Encourage a “pitiful” vision of SI: no means, only DIY solution… without promoting the collective intelligence 
and expertise it allows and needs 
Think SI is only about social problems 
Forbid or don’t support the initiatives that don’t fit with a defined framework 

What to do so social innovation is a niche, a non-accessible sphere for uninitiated 

people, so no one understands it nor participate? 

 



 

 

Popularise 

Show and share concrete examples 

Avoid jargon and anglicism only understood 
from some people  

Encourage humility and openness to other 
way of thinking (see: mental models) 

Train (training needs for people from 
classical innovation, to gain social skills and 
knowledges) 

Allow the appropriation of concepts 

Communicate 

 

Promote and spread 

Give credibility to ESS and SI: projects can be 
economically profitable! 

Show the utility of SI: social impact 
measurement  

Stop the “miserabilist/pitiful” speech on SI and 
stereotypes 

Show and spread the successful and 
sustainable SI projects 

Better communicate on successful projects to 
encourage spreading and scale up  

 

 
Facilitate 

Give access to tools, understandable by everyone 

Accompany according to the needs 

Allow the openness and sharing (projects, financing, tools…) 

Simplify the processes 

Share networks and knowledge to cross-discipline, acculturation and common projects 

 

Governance 

Include all stakeholders, even the disturbing ones! 

Share values 

Share power  which role has who? Which roles have the 
institutions?  

Take position and decisions regarding risks 

 

Break down barriers 

Create common projects (programs, trainings, 
workshops…) 

Create “improbable encounters” between different 
stakeholders (that usually don’t mix with easily)  

Accompany the different stakeholders to encourage 
diversity and cross-discipline in innovation  

Acculturate, from schools and universities: humility, 
project management, other vision of “power”, and 
openness to experimentation and “crazy projects” 

Imagine & create new place of encounter b  
 

 

 

What to do so social innovation is comprehensible, gets spreading, encourages to act and to get 
involved, empowers, even for non-initiated people? 
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Invent again/ do again what has already been done   
Not to communicate between institutions on common issues; make that 
everyone tackle the common challenges alone   
Oblige the user and beneficiary to make a painful research to access to 
information  
Make the people fill a document every time they meet  
Multiply the intermediaries, time and place of decision/ power 
Ask to entrepreneurs to have really specific and hard-to-reach skills to give them 
an agreement   
Multiply calls for projects  
Request high revenue for the first year of the social enterprise  

What to do so public institutions make more complicated, bureaucratise, and institutionalise 
social innovation?  

 



 

 

Raise awareness about SI challenges 

and responses 

Acculturate among the services of public institutions about SI   

Train the elected representatives about social and 
environmental challenges linked with public policies and their 
competences of action  

Raise awareness among young people about social 
entrepreneurship, show them what already exists, bring social 
entrepreneurs in schools, universities... 

Highlight « multi-skills » people, and not always the super 
expert on subject, highlight people who have a unique and 
diverse background, not only the perfect and linear one  

 
 

Facilitate access to public 

institutions for entrepreneurs 

Allow entrepreneurs to meet public actors at the first steps of their 
project process: 1st contact by phone or a one-to-one meeting 
instead of an impersonal application form or application file that 
doesn’t help to make the project progress 

Create a unique entry point for entrepreneurs with social impact 
projects so they can easily get in touch with different institutions 
(as they usually don’t know which one to contact first)  

Spread unique and right information via magazines and in each 
municipality of the territory  

Create collaborative online platforms to upload projects, identify 
the concerned actors and the possible intervention fields 

 

 

Support the emergence of 

innovative projects  

Encourage cross-disciplinary projects to 
support innovation    

Encourage the creation of new places and 
spaces of encounter between stakeholders 
(public and private), on the territory  

 

 

 What to do then so public institutions seize social innovation, so they play an important and 
appropriate role in the SI ecosystem, without making it more complex? 

  

 

Specific calls for 

projects 

 

*for instance: building and 

social vulnerability, 

mobility and alimentation, 

etc. 

 



 

 

Accompany the starting 

phase (until sustainability 

of the project)   

Give time to the projects to build their 
economic viability, allow and support risk-taking 
during the first steps of a project 

Imagine a financial support for entrepreneurs 
that create their own job, so they have time to 
get sufficient revenue with their activity to live 
(create a specific status of « job creator » 
instead of « job seeker ») 

 
 

Build with the existing 

Avoid doing again what has been already 
done or is already done by others, just to 
be the initiator of a « new » tool, 
instrument or certification… 

 

 
 

Better coordination between public 

actors for a better support and 

accopanying of social projects and 

entrepreneurs 

Clarify the intervention field and field of competence of public 
actors to guide entrepreneurs according to their needs (who do I 
contact depending on the progress and the phase of my project?): 
create a coordinated action among public actors 

Create links and complementarity between the existing 
accompanying solutions and financial support for innovation 
(private, public, NGO…)  
 
Create encounters between public actors and social entrepreneurs: 
a regular time of project presentation to different public actors at 
the same time * 

- Comprehension of the project, cross analysis, kind and 
helpful role, exchanges- 

Share a common vision of IS at a territory level (criterias, 
priorities…) 

 
 

  

*no in the role an examination role but rather 

conduct a common reflexion, guide,  

advice, check the relevance an a pubic action in 

the project, which actor to be involved, when, how… 

"Every 1st Monday 

of the month, come 

to pitch your SI 

project to local 

public actors" 
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What to do so public institutions do not do anything and do not involve themselves in 
social innovation?    

 

Vote for the worse, for non-convinced representatives 
Organise yearly elections  
Be even more administrative, with more paperwork and more 
complexity 
Not to recognise the need of accompanying of entrepreneurs 
and the ones who have ideas, thinking that all entrepreneurs’ 
requests are just for asking money  
Denigrate the creative potential of SI   
Think and believe that if they get involved in SI, they will lose 
their legitimacy and power  
Just offer grants and launch calls for projects 
Keep allowing the increase of property pressure that feed 
social inequalities  
Make SI abstract, using hard-to-understand jargon 
Communicate as a critic, without empathy and constructive 
reflexion  
Be suspicious and dogmatic toward SI actors  
Not to participate at the first attempts of « citizen 
participation »  
 

No to affect any means  
Forbid elected representatives to meet the inhabitants 
and users of the public service 
Not to share the ideas and projects to the elected 
representatives 
Avoid contacts and exchanges between public 
institutions and actors from the social and solidarity 
economy   
Cut drastically local institutions’ budgets   
Make public collective transports really expensive to 
young people and non-wealthy public cannot afford it   
Not to measure unemployment, precariousness 
(energy, food, housing…) so we cannot measure needs 
Divide all the responsibilities among public institutions 
(who do what? who is in charge of what?)  
Do only what enter in their legal competences and 
framework  
Be discouraged really quickly! 
 



 

 

Means 

Have dedicated budget: give back financial means to 
the local public authorities  

Subsidiarity: give more power and means to local 
institutions  

Grantee the continuity of the public service 
(continuity of the interest for SI, independently of 
the elections) 

It’s ok to try and to fail: more flexible laws and legal 
framework to be able to “contravene” them for 
experimentation  

 

Role of the elected 

representatives 

Have driving force elected representatives, who 
embody and support 

Raise awareness, be politically involved, mobilise 
SI actors  

Involve both elected members and citizens 
around the same projects 

Risk taking: authorise experimentations! 

  

 Gouvernance 

Boost participatory democracy 

Service design, citizen participation  

Make citizen participation compulsory and 
random 

 

 

 

Communication, promotion 

Valoriser des réalisations concrètes 

 
  

 

Places 

…of mediation, popular education  

… to train collectively , with different 
actors 

… inter-territories 

 

 

 

Actions 

Accompanying of entrepreneurs 

Think, create and build at a geographical 
scale, not administrative  

 

 

 

 

 

What to do then so public institutions integrate and seize the question of social innovation ?   
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

A unique "territory 

counter" with all 

public institutions 

represented 

territoire (CCI/ 

CA…) 

A popular 

jury ! 

An inter-institution 

third place 

intercollectivité 


